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Global Player

GLOBAL IMPACT OF
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

Through Mitsubishi Electric’s vision, “Changes for the Better“ are possible for a brighter future.

Mitsubishi Electric is involved in many areas including the following
We bring together the best minds to
create the best technologies. At
Mitsubishi Electric, we understand
that technology is the driving force of
change in our lives. By bringing
greater comfort to daily life, maximizing the efficiency of businesses and
keeping things running across
society, we integrate technology and
innovation to bring changes for the
better.

Energy and Electric Systems
A wide range of power and electrical products from generators to large-scale displays.
Electronic Devices
A wide portfolio of cutting-edge semiconductor devices for systems and products.
Home Appliance
Dependable consumer products like air conditioners and home entertainment systems.
Information and Communication Systems
Commercial and consumer-centric equipment, products and systems.
Industrial Automation Systems
Maximizing productivity and efficiency with cutting-edge automation technology.
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Maximizing productivity and reducing costs
across the entire enterprise
e-F@ctory is the Mitsubishi Electric solution for improving the performance of any manufacturing enterprise by enhancing
productivity, and reducing the maintenance and operations costs together with seamless information flow throughout the
plant. e-F@ctory uses a combination of factory automation and IT technologies, offering solutions to reduce the total cost
of development, production, and maintenance by supporting advanced Monozukuri *.
e-F@ctory helps to reduce overall costs and is achieved in the following four areas:
* Monozukuri is an initiative started in Japan for promoting its unique manufacturing style for continuous improvement in production processes and operations. The word is derived by
combining the words “mono ”, the thing that is manufactured, and “zukuri ”, the process of manufacturing

Reduce energy costs

Reduce development, production, and maintenance costs

e&eco-F@ctory (energy saving solution)

iQ Platform

Modern manufacturing depends much on reducing energy costs
as a way to realize an efficient manufacturing enterprise.
e-F@ctory supports this by allowing visualization of real‑time
energy usage, helping to reduce the overall energy consumption.

The iQ Platform minimizes costs at all phases of the automation life cycle by
improving development times, enhancing productivity, reducing maintenance costs,
and making information more easily accessible. Integration is at the heart of the
iQ Platform, with a highly intelligent controller platform as the core, combined with a
seamless communication network and an integrated engineering environment.

Integrate FA and IT systems at low cost

Reduce setup and maintenance costs

Connecting enterprise with the shop floor

iQ Sensor Solution

e-F@ctory solutions provide direct connectivity from the shop
floor to enterprise, such as Manufacturing Execution System
(MES) without requiring a gateway computer. This enables
leaner operations, improved yield, and efficient management of
the supply chain.

Easily setup and maintain various types of sensors. Maintenance and design costs
can be reduced as compatible iQSS partner sensors can be managed together.
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Best-in-class solutions across the ecosystem
e-F@ctory Alliance
The e-F@ctory Alliance is an ecosystem offering best-in-class solutions by combining products
between Mitsubishi Electric and its various partners. Close collaboration with such partners
broaden the choices for the customer and realize the best solution possible.
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Lithium Ion Battery Production Line
Lithium ion batteries are manufactured on a large-scale production line consisting of electrode formation, stacking,
inspection, packaging, and shipping processes.
Devices used in each process incorporate the technology of Mitsubishi Electric FA devices, including tension control,
drive control, synchronous control, robots, and IT collaboration (e-F@ctory). This technology enables efficient production
of high-quality lithium ion batteries.
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P11

Stacking

P13

●●The diverse lineup of devices supports various scales of production facilities.
●●The high-speed, high-accuracy positioning achieved with the AC servo and the multi-axis synchronous control
improves productivity.
●●Stable system operation and high productivity are realized with the inverter’s high-performance speed control
and torque control.
●●An unwinding and winding system is easily structured with the tension detector and tension controller.
●●The lightweight robot body and compact arm help to save space.
●●The Mitsubishi Electric FA Network contributes to stronger operation control and quality assurance system
throughout the factory.
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AGITATOR
Agitator

The agitator mixes the battery materials coated onto the lithium ion battery’s electrodes.

Have you ever faced these challenges?
Challenge 1 Eliminating unevenness in battery materials
Challenge 2 Mixing with a suitable viscosity
Challenge 3 Easily moving the device according to the type of battery

w
q

qAgitator section
The battery material is mixed so it is uniform.
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wOperation section
The device is operated with the display (GOT) screen.
The operation status can also be displayed.

Solution

1

Stable speed control
The inverter enables speed control that is not
affected by the quality or amount of battery material.
●●The speed fluctuation rate is low, thereby ensuring
operation with a stable speed.
Speed fluctuation rate
Advanced flux vector control
Real sensor-less vector control
Vector control

t!!
Poin

Solution
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Inverter

1%
0.5%
0.01%

Motors of other brands can be driven
with offline automatic tuning.
Large capacity inverters are also
available to support large-scale devices.

Torque control during agitation
Even if the viscosity cannot be directly
measured, the materials can be mixed to a
suitable viscosity by monitoring the motor torque.
●● The viscosity can be controlled with the motor torque that
estimates using real sensor-less vector control and vector control.
●●The load characteristic measurement function can monitor
the load state, and quickly detect errors such as breakage
of the agitator’s shaft.

Load characteristic measurement function
Torque
Torque5
<Overload range>
Clogged filter
Clogged pipe, etc.

Error detection width
Error detection width

Torque4
Torque3

<Light load range>
Blade damage
Dry run, etc.

Torque2
Torque1

Output frequency

t!!
Poin

Solution
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Real sensor-less vector control doesn’t
need an encoder.

Min. frequency 1/4 frequency 1/2 frequency 3/4 frequency Max. frequency
range
range
range

Perform preventive maintenance with
the load characteristics measurement
function.

Easily complete settings for setup
Easily set the blending ratio with the high-speed
data logger unit.

Material A Material B Material C
30%
30%
40%

●●Recipe files are stored on the SD memory card using the
FTP server function.

Blending ratio
data is changed

●●The recipe file corresponding to the battery type is read
out, and the blending ratio of materials to be added is
controlled.

t!!
Poin

Using the MES interface, recipe data
in the database can be imported at
anytime.

Material A Material B Material C
40%
40%
20%

Product 01 production

1

Recipe file with blending ratio
data registered is stored

Product 02 production

Recipe 01

Recipe 02

Material A

30%

40%

Material B

30%

40%

Material C

40%

20%

2

Blending ratio data is read out
(Recipe 02 data is read out)
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COATER
Coater

The coater applies aluminum foil oxide on the cathode, carbon coated copper foil on the anode,
and a heat-resistant protective layer on the separator.

Have you ever faced these challenges?
Challenge 1 Suppressing tension fluctuation, and applying a uniform coat
Challenge 2 Performing stable tension control even when unwinding and
winding the metal foil
Challenge 3 Realizing drive that is synchronized with a continuous
processing interval using the same device

e

q

w

qUnwinding of long material
The tension is controlled to prevent
unevenness in the coating material.
Feedback control realizes highly
precise tension control.
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wCoating section
When the distance from coating to
winding is long, the elasticity of the
material can cause it to flap, so the
tension is controlled at the center.

e Winding of long material
If the maximum diameter and minimum
diameter winding ratio is large, the
winding finish can be improved
by controlling the taper tension as
necessary.

Solution

1

Simple tension control
Easily realize stable and highly accurate tension control using the tension controller.
●●Highly accurate tension control is possible just by setting
the parameters.

Spindle

●●Powder clutch and brakes, AC servo, and inverter (vector
inverter) torque control is supported.

t!!
Poin

Solution
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With the powder clutch, the tension can
be controlled from an almost stopped
line speed.

Motor

Tension detector
Powder brake

The material’s moment of inertia and
line speed are calculated to suppress
tension fluctuation during acceleration
and deceleration.

Tension controller

Stable speed control
Stable tension control at the reel shaft is possible by using the inverter (vector inverter).
●●The speed control is stable since the motor load inertia ratio
can be suppressed even for heavy reel shaft materials.
●●By raising the rotation speed to the rated output range
during use, the motor capacity can be reduced up to 40%
compared to when using in only the constant torque range.

t!!
Poin

Solution
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Easily control the speed even for reels
of metal foil, etc., which have a large
moment of inertia.

Inverter
(vector inverter)

Tension
controller

Highly accurate synchronous control
The MELSEC iQ-R series and servo system controller enable highly accurate motion
control of multiple axes.
Synchronization
between modules

●●The multiple drive axes in a system
containing both servos and inverters can
be synchronously controlled with a high
accuracy by using a high-speed network.

Multi-CPU
High-speed data
communication

t!!
Poin

The AC servomotor is suitable for
intermediate shaft control having a
relatively small moment of inertia and
high level of multi-axis synchronous
control.
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SLITTER
Slitter

The cathode, anode, and separator, which have been coated and dried,
are each slit to a constant width using a cutter knife.

Have you ever faced these challenges?
Challenge 1 Easily realizing tension control
Challenge 2 Suppressing winding deviation or tightening
Challenge 3 Integrating the drive control for the entire system
e

q

qUnwinding of long material
The tension is controlled to keep the
unwinding tension constant.
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w

wCutter knife section
A constant speed is maintained to
ensure that the electrode material is
cut to a uniform width.

eWinding of long material
If the maximum diameter and minimum
diameter winding ratio is large, the
winding finish can be improved
by controlling the taper tension as
necessary.

Solution

1

Simple wiring, and high accuracy tension control
With the powder clutch, high accuracy tension control can be realized inexpensively
using a simple machine configuration and simple wiring.
●●Multiple axes can be controlled with a single take-up motor.
●●Low-cost and stable torque control characteristics can be realized.
Powder clutch

Power amplifier

Tension detector

Inverter
Motor

Tension controller

t!!
Poin

Solution
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The hollow shaft type powder clutch
can be mounted on the take-up
shaft, by that simplifying the machine
configuration.

Simple taper tension control using just parameter settings
The inertia compensation calculation, mechanical loss compensation calculation, and taper
tension control can be realized easily just by setting the parameters for the tension controller.

t!!
Poin

Solution

3

Taper tension control is also important
because the line speed of the slitter is
relatively fast, and winding can easily
deviate if air gets into the material
being wound.

Control tension(N)

●●The Roll to Roll dedicated inverter is equipped with
functions for tension feedback control, dancer feedback
control, and reel diameter calculation, etc.

Min.
diameter

Taper ratio

Taper tension control

Reel diameter(mmf)

Max.
diameter

Simple synchronous control with a single unit
Synchronous control can be started easily just by setting the synchronous control
parameters and turning the synchronous control start signal ON.
●●Synchronous control including the servo amplifier and
inverter is possible.

t!!
Poin

Complicated programs are not needed.
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Winding Machine
Winder

The cathode, anode, and separator are stacked and wound into a cylindrical or
rectangular shape to manufacture the battery cell.

Have you ever faced these challenges?
Challenge 1 Difficulty creating a cam for flat winding
Challenge 2 Suppressing the positional deviation between the cell
and separator
Challenge 3 Difficulty adjusting the gain for tension control
q

qUnwinding of long material
The tension fluctuation is suppressed
while unwinding the electrode and
separator.
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w

wMeandering compensation
The edge sensor suppresses
meandering, and keeps the edges of
the wound material flat.

e

eWinding of electrode and separator
The electrode and separator are
wound up while suppressing the
tension fluctuation.

Solution

1

Automatic generation of cam for flat winding
The cam pattern can be automatically generated
so that the material feed rate is constant.
●●By operating with an automatically generated cam, the material
can be wound while suppressing the tension fluctuation.

Cam pattern for flat roll
Stroke

t!!
Poin

Solution
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Cam is automatically generated so
there’s no need for difficult calculations.

Speed

Meandering compensation function
An edge sensor is installed and the position
is compensated with PID control so that the
winding finish is neat.

Compensation shaft

●●The work edge is compensated to the value measured by
the edge sensor.

Edge sensor

Edge sensor target value
Edge sensor current value

t!!
Poin

0

Current position

NG

Compensation
axis
Command
speed

Within range

Tension control automatic adjustment function
The appropriate gain for tension control is
automatically adjusted so that the tension stays
constant.

Before
adjustment

Dancer position

3

OK

Retract end setting

After
adjustment

Dancer position

Solution

Advance end setting

Compensation shaft’s command is
automatically output.

PID
control

●●The PI gain for tension and dancer feedback control is easily
and automatically adjusted with one-touch operations.

t!!
Poin

The gain for tension control can also be
adjusted easily.

Time

Time

The above function can be realized easily with the FA Application Package “iQ
Monozukuri CONVERTING”. Contact Mitsubishi Electric for details.
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STACKING
Stacking

The cathode, anode, and separator are stacked to create the battery cell.

Have you ever faced these challenges?
Challenge 1 Finding optimum methods for controlling the tension for
the manufacturing process
Challenge 2 Keeping the arm from vibrating when setting the electrodes
Challenge 3 Increasing the device performance

q

qRemoving and stacking the electrodes
The electrodes are removed from the stocker, and stacked
in the order of cathode, separator, anode, and separator.
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w

wWinding of separator
The tension is kept constant while unwinding so that that
wrinkles do not form when the separator is zigzag folded.
A tension detector may be used, or a dancer roll may be used.

Solution

1

Realize tension control with various devices
A variety of solutions for tension control are available such as methods to change the
unwinding speed using a tension detector, and methods to directly control the torque
of the unwinding shaft motor.
●●The optimum device can be selected according to the system.

Powder clutch and brake

Servo

t!!
Poin
Solution

2

Tension detector

Inverter

Tension controller

Diverse lineup of products to realize tension
control.

Suppress vibration with vibration suppression control
With the servo amplifier’s advanced vibration suppression control II, the two types of
vibration generated at the end of the arm and at the device body can be suppressed
simultaneously.
●●This function is effective for suppressing relatively low vibration of
100Hz or less.
No vibration suppression control

Advanced vibration suppression control II

Residual pulse
Torque
Speed command

t!!
Poin
Solution

3

The settling time can be reduced by suppressing
the residual vibration.

Shorten cycle time with electronic cam
When the electrode pick & place operation and the
separator folding operation are set with the servo
system controller’s electronic cam, the cycle time
can be shortened compared to when executing
the operation only with positioning control.
●●Each arm will not interfere if the cam curves do not intersect.

t!!
Poin

Cathode arm horizontal position
Separator horizontal position
Position

Anode arm horizontal position

Time

The cycle time can be shortened
further by using advanced synchronous
control.
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ROBOT

Robot transfer
By using a robot to transfer workpiece between processes, the freedom of device layout increases,
and man-hours for design, system startup, and adjustment can be reduced.
Robots can also flexibly handle multi-product production.

Have you ever faced these challenges?
Challenge 1 Suppressing the robot vibration while achieving high-speed transfer
Challenge 2 Easily realizing coordination between the vision system and robot
Challenge 3 Preventing workpiece damage when robot collides

Space-saving compact arm
Space required for J3(Z) axis section 512mm/560mm (3CH/6CH body)
Lightweight robot body
14kg/17kg/18kg (3CH/6CH6020/6CH7020 body)
High-speed movements for high productivity
Cycle time: 0.44s/0.41s/0.43s (3CH/6CH6020/6CH7020)
Parallel input/output interface as standard
No. of I/O points: 32 input points/32 output points
Specifications with bellows and high weight capacity (RH-3CH) available

Bellows specifications

Specifications
Weight capacity
Arm length

No. 1
No. 2

kg
mm
mm

Max. reach point

Reach

mm
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RH-3CH4018
Max. 3 (rating 1)
225
175

RH-6CH6020

400

600

RH-6CH7020
Max. 6 (rating 2)

325

425
275
700

Solution

1

Functions to improve robot capabilities
Optimum motor control tuning can be set automatically with the operation mode setting
function.
●●The high-speed positioning/path priority/vibration
suppression control modes can be set in the
program.

High
accuracy
Path high-accuracy mode

●●Optimum motor control matching to the robot’s
motion position, posture, and load conditions can
be set.

t!!
Poin

Solution

2

Optimum for linear movements
and sealing work that require
accuracy.

Vibration suppression control mode
High-speed positioning mode

Standard setting

MvTune 1

High speed

Simple vision setting
The vision system can be started up in a short time using the 2D calibration function.
●●Calibration of various vision system brands
can be set. The camera’s calibration data is
calculated with RT-TooBox3, and the results are
stored in the robot controller.
●●Programming can be completed easily using the
sample program for vision alignment.

t!!
Poin

Solution

3

Calibration can be set for all
vision system makers.

Reduce workpiece and robot damage
The collision detection function can suppress workpiece damage caused when the
workpiece and target interfere.
●●Collision of the robot arm is detected during teaching
or operation, and damage to the robot unit or hand is
reduced.
●●The detection level can be changed according to the
protection target.

t!!
Poin

Tooling costs and line stoppage
time can be reduced.

Error
Collision
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FA-IT Collaboration
Mitsubishi Electric, the expert in production sites, proposes the optimum system for lithium ion battery production lines.

Operation results management system
Easily manage the production volume and cycle time operation results
This system manages each line’s operation results (production volume, cycle time), and manages the error history.
The device information is all gathered in the integrated PLC via the network, and accumulated in the database server by the
MES interface.
[Effect of introduction]
●●Operation rate can be increased as devices are optimally operated with operation results management.
●●With error history management, devices can be restored quickly when trouble occurs, and preventive maintenance can be
performed.
Time
Line No.
Error code
Time of occurrence
Restoration start time
End time
..............

Time
Line No.
Production volume
Cycle time
..............

Database server

Management
monitor screen

Ethernet

Line integrated
control panel

Integrated PLC

GOT2000

(with MES interface)

Several 10s of modules

Device A

Device B

Device C

Quality control system (traceability, factor analysis)
Accumulate device numbers, operation history, and quality data
This traceability system can accumulate the facility number used in each production process, the operation history, and
quality data.
Each time a workpiece (engine) passes through each process, the serial No., processing history, and inspection history, etc.,
are sent to the database.
[Effect of introduction]
●●Faults can be handled swiftly using the traceability data
●●The operation status and quality information can be managed in detail
Time
Serial No.
Facility No.
Tool status
Processing environment
Inspection results
...............

Database server

Sent when process
is passed

Ethernet

SQL

SQL

Sent when inspection
is completed
SQL

Integrated PLC
(with MES interface)

Process A
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Process B

Inspection process

Management
monitor screen

Alarm information management system
Information on malfunctions is stored, and input and sent from the display unit when a
problem occurs.
The alarm information management system stores information (process name, malfunction details, cause) of malfunctions
that occur in the manufacturing line.
When the system is started up, the recipe information (worker name, malfunction details) are read in, and when a problem
occurs, the detailed information can be input and sent from the display unit.

[Effect of introduction]
●●Accurate and fast comprehension and recording with paper-less system
●●Improved maintainability by managing selected items with server
List of worker names
List of malfunction details
List of cause codes
.........

Database server

Received when
system starts

Received when
malfunction occurs

Ethernet

SQL
GOT2000
Malfunction!!

Time
Process No.
Malfunction type
Worker name
Malfunction details
Cause code
.........

(MES interface
function)

■ Input screen automatically appears when malfunction occurs
■ Malfunction information is input with selection method
(realizes integrity of inputs)
■ Selective items are retrieved from database and displayed

Malfunction!
Time 10:20:31
SET
Process Assembly A
Malfunction Transfer error
Name
Select cause code
001 Fault
Details
002 Overload
Cause
003 Life
010 Operation mistake
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Mitsubishi Electric’s
Roll to Roll Solutions
With Roll to Roll control, the tension, line speed, and tension controller methods required for the manufacturing system
differ according to the material.
Mitsubishi Electric’s FA device lineup has products to realize various required specifications and control methods.

Powder clutch / powder brake

AC servo

Inverter

●●High accuracy tension control of the
winding shaft is possible easily at a
low cost.

●●Winding and unwinding control is
possible with speed control or torque
control.

●●Both speed control and torque
control are supported.

●●Suitable for tension within the range
of 50N to 1000N, and line speeds of
200m/min or less.

●●A wind range of servo motor
capacities from 0.1kW to 55kW is
supported.

●●The tension can be controlled from
0m/min by using the powder clutch
and geared motor together.

●●The lineup includes the rotary type
servomotor, linear servo motor, and
direct drive motor.

●●Compatible with 0.4kW to 500kW
capacities.
●●Suitable for winding shaft control.

Processing

Unwinding
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Programmable logic controller

Servo system controller

Tension controller

●●Feedback control with PID operation,
and winding diameter calculation
control using high-speed counter are
flexibly supported.

●●Each process can be synchronized
with synchronous control.

●●Tension control can be realized
easily just by setting the parameters.

●●Advanced motion control, such as
interpolation control and speed/
torque control, is supported.

●●Communication function is
supported.

●●Control information can be
communicated with host controller
using diverse communication
functions.

Winding
Drive

Display unit (GOT)

Tension meter

Tension detector

●●When connected with FA devices in
the manufacturing system, devices
can be monitored and changed.

●●The tension meter amplifies signals
from the tension detector allowing
simultaneous tension display and
analog output.

●●Supports rated loads of 50N to
2000N *1

●●The facility can be monitored by
displaying the system operation
status and alarm occurrence state
on the screen.

●●Differential transformer type sensor
with high mechanical shock and
reliability is adopted
*1. Rated load of 50N to 500N is standard
specification for flange-type tension
detector lineup
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Related materials
Catalogs for various FA devices required for lithium ion battery solutions are available.

PLC, display, CC-Link IE
FACTORY AUTOMATION

MELSEC iQ-R Series
iQ Platform-compatible PAC

MELSEC iQ-F Series
iQ Platform-compatible PLC

Ethernet-based Open Network
CC-Link IE Product Catalog

FACTORY AUTOMATION

GOT2000 Series
Mitsubishi Graphic Operation Terminal

Bridging the next generation of automation

G r a p h i c O p e r a t i o n Te r m i n a l

● Innovative display features in simply designed body

The next level of industry

Seamless connectivity within all levels of automation

● Enhanced lineup with open frame models
● GOT Mobile & GOT Drive expand possibilities of factory
systems

Ethernet-based integrated network

L(NA)08298

L(NA)08394

L(NA)08270

L(NA)08111

Servo, inverter, robot
FACTORY AUTOMATION

FACTORY AUTOMATION

SERVO SYSTEM CONTROLLERS
MELSEC iQ-R SERIES/MELSEC iQ-F SERIES

Global Partner. Local Friend.

FACTORY AUTOMATION

FACTORY AUTOMATION

SERVO AMPLIFIERS & MOTORS
MELSERVO-J4

INVERTER
FR-A800

Man, machine and environment in perfect harmony

Unparalleled Performance. Uncompromising Quality.
[Parallel operation function compatible model added to the line-up]

American Offices
USA
Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc.
500 Corporate Woods Parkway, Vernon Hills, IL 60061, USA.
Tel: +1-847-478-2100

Brazil
Mitsubishi Electric do Brasil Comercio e Servicos Ltda.
Rua Jussara, 1750- Bloco B- Sala 01, Jardim Santa Cecilia,
CEP 06465-070, Barueri - SP, Brasil
Tel: +55-11-4689-3000

Asia-Pacific Offices

China
Mitsubishi Electric Automation (China) Ltd.
No.1386 Hongqiao Road, Mitsubishi Electric Automation
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Tel: +86-21-2322-3030
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Mitsubishi Electric Taiwan Co.,Ltd.
10F,No.88,Sec.6,Chung-Shan N.Rd.,Taipei,Taiwan
Tel: +886-02-2833-5430
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Mitsubishi Electric Automation Korea Co., Ltd.
7F-9F, Gangseo Hangang Xi-tower A, 401, Yangcheon-ro,
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Tel: +82-2-3660-9550

Singapore
Mitsubishi Electric Asia Pte. Ltd.
307 Alexandra Road #05-01/02, Mitsubishi Electric Building,
Singapore
Tel: +65-6470-2480

Thailand
Mitsubishi Electric Automation (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Bang-Chan Industrial Estate No.111 Soi Serithai 54,
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Tel: +66-2517-1326
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Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd.
Emerald House, EL -3, J Block, M.I.D.C., Bhosari,
Pune - 411026, Maharashtra State, India
Tel: +91-2710-2000

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
INDUSTRIAL ROBOT
FR Series

European Offices
Germany
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
German Branch
Mitsubishi-Electric-Platz 1, 40882 Ratingen, Germany
Tel: +49-2102-486-0
Spain
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Spanish Branch
Carretera de Rubi 76-80-AC.4720,
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Tel: +34-935-65-3131
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Tel: +33-1-5568-5568
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Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Polish Branch
ul. Krakowska 50 32-083 Balice, Poland
Tel: +48-12-630-47-00

Total system performance, not individual component
specifications leads to maximum performance
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ō Security & safety
ō Easy setup
& easy to use
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Various materials such as catalogs,
manuals, software, and CAD data,
can be downloaded.

Automation solutions

YOUR SOLUTION PARTNER

Low voltage: MCCB, MCB, ACB

Medium voltage: VCB, VCC

Power monitoring, energy management

Mitsubishi Electric offers a wide range of automation equipment from PLCs and HMIs to
CNC and EDM machines.
Compact and Modular Controllers

A NAME TO TRUST
Since its beginnings in 1870, some
45 companies use the Mitsubishi
name, covering a spectrum of
finance, commerce and industry.
The Mitsubishi brand name is
recognized around the world as a
symbol of premium quality.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation is
active in space development,
transportation, semi-conductors,
energy systems, communications
and information processing, audio
visual equipment and home
electronics, building and energy
management and automation
systems, and has 237 factories and
laboratories worldwide in over 121
countries.

This is why you can rely on
Mitsubishi Electric automation
solution - because we know first
hand about the need for reliable,
efficient, easy-to-use automation and
control in our own factories.
As one of the world’s leading
companies with a global turnover of
over 4 trillion Yen (over $40 billion),
employing over 100,000 people,
Mitsubishi Electric has the resource
and the commitment to deliver the
ultimate in service and support as
well as the best products.

Inverters, Servos and Motors

Visualisation: HMIs

Numerical Control (NC)

Robots: SCARA, Articulated arm

Processing machines: EDM, Lasers, IDS

Transformers, Air conditioning, Photovoltaic systems

* Not all products are available in all countries.
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Country/Region Sales office
USA

Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc.
500 Corporate Woods Parkway, Vernon Hills, IL 60061, U.S.A.

Tel : +1-847-478-2100

Mexico

Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc. Mexico Branch
Mariano Escobedo #69, Col.Zona Industrial, Tlalnepantla Edo. Mexico, C.P.54030

Tel : +52-55-3067-7512

Brazil

Mitsubishi Electric do Brasil Comercio e Servicos Ltda.
Avenida Adelino Cardana, 293, 21 andar, Bethaville, Barueri SP, Brazil

Tel : +55-11-4689-3000

Germany

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. German Branch
Mitsubishi-Electric-Platz 1, 40882 Ratingen, Germany

Tel : +49-2102-486-0

UK

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. UK Branch
Travellers Lane, UK-Hatfield, Hertfordshire, AL10 8XB, U.K.

Tel : +44-1707-28-8780

Italy

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Italian Branch
Centro Direzionale Colleoni - Palazzo Sirio, Viale Colleoni 7, 20864 Agrate Brianza (MB), Italy

Tel : +39-039-60531

Spain

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Spanish Branch
Carretera de Rubi, 76-80-Apdo. 420, E-08190 Sant Cugat del Valles (Barcelona), Spain

Tel : +34-935-65-3131

France

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. French Branch
25, Boulevard des Bouvets, 92741 Nanterre Cedex, France

Tel : +33-1-55-68-55-68

Czech Republic Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Czech Branch, Prague Office
Pekarska 621/7, 155 00 Praha 5, Czech Republic

Tel : +420-255-719-200

Poland

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Polish Branch
ul. Krakowska 50, 32-083 Balice, Poland

Tel : +48-12-347-65-00

Russia

Mitsubishi Electric (Russia) LLC St. Petersburg Branch
Piskarevsky pr. 2, bld 2, lit "Sch", BC "Benua", office 720; 195027
St. Petersburg, Russia

Tel : +7-812-633-3497

Sweden

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. (Scandinavia)
Fjelievagen 8, SE-22736 Lund, Sweden

Tel : +46-8-625-10-00

Turkey

Mitsubishi Electric Turkey A.S. Umraniye Branch
Serifali Mahallesi Nutuk Sokak No:5, TR-34775 Umraniye / Istanbul, Turkey

Tel : +90-216-526-3990

UAE

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Dubai Branch
Dubai Silicon Oasis, P.O.BOX 341241, Dubai, U.A.E.

Tel : +971-4-3724716

South Africa

Adroit Technologies
20 Waterford Office Park, 189 Witkoppen Road, Fourways, South Africa

Tel : +27-11-658-8100

China

Mitsubishi Electric Automation (China) Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Automation Center, No.1386 Hongqiao Road, Shanghai, China

Tel : +86-21-2322-3030

Taiwan

SETSUYO ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
6F, No.105, Wugong 3rd Road, Wugu District, New Taipei City 24889, Taiwan

Tel : +886-2-2299-2499

Korea

Mitsubishi Electric Automation Korea Co., Ltd.
Tel : +82-2-3660-9529
7F to 9F, Gangseo Hangang Xi-tower A, 401, Yangcheon-ro, Gangseo-Gu, Seoul 07528, Korea

Singapore

Mitsubishi Electric Asia Pte. Ltd.
307 Alexandra Road, Mitsubishi Electric Building, Singapore 159943

Tel : +65-6473-2308

Thailand

Mitsubishi Electric Factory Automation (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
12th Floor, SV.City Building, Office Tower 1, No. 896/19 and 20 Rama 3 Road, Kwaeng
Bangpongpang, Khet Yannawa, Bangkok 10120, Thailand

Tel : +66-2682-6522 to 6531

Indonesia

PT. Mitsubishi Electric Indonesia
Gedung Jaya 8th Floor, JL. MH. Thamrin No.12, Jakarta Pusat 10340, Indonesia

Tel : +62-21-3192-6461

Vietnam

Mitsubishi Electric Vietnam Company Limited
Unit 01-04, 10th Floor, Vincom Center, 72 Le Thanh Ton Street, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam

Tel : +84-28-3910-5945

India

Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd. Pune Branch
Emerald House, EL-3, J Block, M.I.D.C., Bhosari, Pune - 411026, Maharashtra, India

Tel : +91-20-2710-2000

Australia

Mitsubishi Electric Australia Pty. Ltd.
348 Victoria Road, P.O. Box 11, Rydalmere, N.S.W 2116, Australia

Tel : +61-2-9684-7777
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